Frequently Asked Questions
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at INSPIRE@acmedsci.ac.uk or on +44 (0)20 3141 3228.
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“How do I invite collaborators?”

The application form should be started by the INSPIRE Lead for each School applying for
a grant, and it is their role to invite collaborators to complete the form. The collaborators
are:
-

The INSPIRE Student lead of their school.
The Head/Dean of their School.
The INSPIRE lead, INSPIRE student lead and the Head/Dean of each co-applicant
school named in the application (if making a joint application between two or
more schools). If making a joint application, only the INSPIRE lead for each coapplicant school needs to be invited to collaborate. They will provide the signatures
of themselves, the INSPIRE student lead and the Head/Dean of their school.

Contact between the INSPIRE lead and the required signatories prior to submission of the
application is essential as you will not be able to submit an application without the
necessary declarations. When the INSPIRE lead applicant starts the application, you will
be presented with this page:

INSPIRE is coordinated by the Academy of Medical
Sciences and supported by the Wellcome Trust.
INSPIRE activities are designed and delivered
locally by individual schools.

The INSPIRE lead applicant should select the ‘Participants’ tab:

From here, you can ‘invite’ each applicant collaborator by entering their name and email
address. If you are not making a joint application, please click on each ‘Not
required’ button to remove the co-applicants.

“I have been invited to participate on an application – what does
this mean?”

If you have received an invitation asking you to participate on an application, this means
that you are invited to be a collaborator on this application, and will receive an email
with a link to our online application portal, Flexi-Grant. Following this link will take you to
Flexi-grant and you will either need to login if you already have an account, or register
on our system.
You will be notified if you already have an account on our system connected to
your email address, so please login using your existing details. If you would
like these details reset, please contact INSPIRE@acmedsci.ac.uk

Please note, re-registration on the system will lead to duplicate accounts and
can cause technical issues.
After logging in when using the link sent to you via email, you will be taken to the
summary page when you will find an overview of the application. Depending on the role
of the collaborator, some pages will appear as ‘View’, and one should appear as ‘Start’.

Complete the necessary sections of the form and select ‘Save & Submit’, and then select
‘Submit’ if you are happy to complete your statement, or Cancel if you would like to edit
this further. Please note, once submitted the declarations cannot be edited
again.

Once submitted, the following message will appear at the top of the screen:

Please note, the Flexi-Grant system will assign you the permission status of
‘Primary Applicant’, however the system will correctly assign you the
collaborator role and not the applicant role.

“How can I submit my application?”

The INSPIRE student lead and Head/Dean of your school must complete their sections of
the form, and must ‘Record declaration as complete’. If you are submitting a joint
application with two or more schools the relevant signatures must be provided otherwise
your application might not be considered. Once the form has been completed, the
INSPIRE lead applicant will have the option to ‘Submit application’ at the bottom right
hand of the Summary Page:

When you click this button, the
application will be formally
submitted, and will move onto
the “Eligibility checking” and
“Under assessment” stage.

